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PURPOSE OF THE EVALUATION

1 he first study

The Polyvalent Centre (Shramik Vidyapeeth) was set up in Bombay 1967
under the Bombay City Social Education Commitee, as an experiment in organi-
sing polyvalent programmes for industrial workers in a highly urbanised centre.
The project is sponsored by the Ministry of Education and financed by it. In the
initial stages, UNESCO also extended technical and material support to the
programme.

The initial experience was encouraging and generated wide interest in the
programme not only in India but in other countries also. An evaluation study
sponsored by UNESCO was taken up one year after the Centre started. The study
was carried out by the Tata Institute of Social Sciences. Bombay, and it showed
that the Centre has achieved moderate success and held considerable potential for
further development. The study also provided guidelines for the improvement and
strengthening of the programme.

A couple of years later, in order that countries in the region may share the
experience gained in the Indian experiment, UNESCO sponsored an Asian Regional

Seminar which was held in Bombay in 1971. It ,s a measure of the impression
created by this experiment on the participants that the seminar recommended the
adoption of the polyvalent adult education concept in other developing countries.

Since then the project has gained more experience and established itself as a
recognised and accepted programme among the employers and employees of the

Bombay industrial community. Even its modest measure of achievement has been

adequate to convince administrators and planners of its validity. Proof of this lies

in the fact that the Fifth Five-Year Plan in education has provided for an extension
of this programme to other urban centres in the country. There is also a noticeable

trend to incorporate the polyvalent concept and approach to other adult and
continuing educational programmes for urben workers.

UNESCO has also recently shown interest in examining the results of this

experiment for making them known to other developing countries, intereF._ed in

taking up similar programmes.
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The present study

A second evaluation study was, therefore, considered worthwhile and timely,
to sum up the experience gained so far and to make available data (a) for

feed-back into the programme. (b) for incorporating in extended programmes
within India. and (c) for modifications and adaptations in other dcveioping

countries UNESCO extended financial assistance towards the project, especially
for the purpose of collecting and analysing the data.

The Directorote of Adult Education, Ministry of Education and Social Welfare

thereupon took up this evaluation study, as a quick assessment, with the assistance

of the Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Bombay. This evaluation study is based on

the data collected by the Institute as well as on information and materials collected

and examined by the officers of the Ministry of Education and the Directorate of

Adult Education. The final responsibility for the interpretation and analysis of the

evaluation data rests with the Directorate of Adult Education, Ministry of Educa-

tion and Social Welfare.

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

Emphasis

The purpose of this study being the evaluation of the programmes of the
Centre with reference to its concept and objectives special reference has to be laid
on the following aspects:

(a) To what extent has the concept of 'polyvalent adult education' been
understood and realised ?

(b) Have the programmes matched the needs of the workers' community ?

(c) How have me pragrammes been conceived. organised and operated ?

(d) What has been the nature and extent of community support ? How can
it be enhanced ?

(e) What has been the impact of the programme on the workers and employers
who have directly participated, and how far has it been felt in the larger
community of employers and workers ?

(f) What are the programme's strengths and weaknesses and what can be
done to enhance its effectiveness ?

4
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(g) What lessons can be drawn from extension of the concept in India u well
as elsewhere ?

Soatces

Tne plan of study sought to use various sources and methods for data colle:tion
which would throw light on different aspects of the Centre's organisation, activities
and impact. Broadly speaking, the sources may be listed as follows:

Reports and records;

Proceedings and minutes of meetings held by various academic and
administrative committees of the Centre;

Visits to industries where courses were conducted, and discussions with
participants (fifteen such group discussions were held in which 115
workers participated);

Interviews with policy makers, particularly with the President and the
members of the managing body of the Centre, the staff of the Centre,
local social workers, labour leaders and educationists;

questionnaires mailed to employers to ascertain their views on the
programme; and

detailed study of a few selected courses.

5
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE POLYVALENT CENTRE

Genesis

Some novel and innovative experiments have highlighted the Indian adult
education scene in recent years, and have symbolized the growing awareness of the
need for continuing, lifelong and recurrent education for a developing society. One
area of such exploratory effort is related to the educational and professional growth
of the workes (and where possible his family) employed in various sectors in
urban and semi -urban areas. Two ventures deserve mention: one, the workers social
education programme being tried out for workers in semi-urban centres; and the
c' a multi-faceted need-oriented programme for workers in highly urban
industrialised centres. This study deals with only the latter programme.

The educational and professional needs of urban workers constitute in

themselves a specialised area of continuing education, demanding its own
strategies, institutional arrangements and techniques.

In the Indian context the number of urban workers being still proportiouately
limitedis, nevertheless, growing fast, fed from the urban areas as well as from the
surrounding and even distant rural areas. For most of them, securing jobs and
working in the industrial enterprises, transport, building activities, trades, services
etc , represents a radical change in their life.

The 'profile' of these workers covers a large range of traits; their educational
background varies from illiterate to semi-literate and a fair educational standard;
their professional competence from unskilled to highly skilled on-the-job self-made

specialisation, their psychological attitudes from maladjusted rural-urban

transit ioners to habitual and seasoned urbanisers; etc.

The first concern is obviously the rank and file of middle and lower level
workers as distinguished from the better educated and better skilled workers who

are capable of propelling themselves forward on their own initiative, or for whose

needs the official agencies and employers have shown more concern. Most of the
middle and lower level workers have entered their work situations either by
circumstance or out of hard necessity, and their own individual choice has played

very little role in it. Having drifted into the world of work with little preparation
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and no knowledge of where it leads, most of them either stagnate, drop out, or lead
a life of frustrated negative existence. This has two detrimental effects: one, on the
employment itself to which the workers are not able to contribute, and the other
on the individual, who fails to reach his full stature as a member of the labour
force, as a citizen in a community, and as a member of a family. This in turn
affects not only his own welfare and happiness, but the happiness and development
of his family.

Unfortunately, except in a few isolated Instances, there has been little

consciousness on the part of employers (both public and private) of their obliga-

tions to the large shifts of the working force to help them in professional and
educational growth. In a shortsighted pursuit of production, and immediate
profit, the long-term interest of the workers, the development of the industry,
and ultimately of the nation's economic development and productivity, are not
sufficiently perceived.

The idea of polyvalent education centres has its genesis in these recognised but
neglected needs of the workers for a multi-sided programme of educational,
professional and cultural development

The concept

There have been some efforts in recent years to make workers aware of them-
selves as members of a labour force which has its own duties and privileges.
The programme of workers education implemented by the Central Board of
Workers Education is the biggest example of this kind on a national scale.

There have also been some other efforts directed to particular fragmentary
needs: literacy courses for illiterate and mostly unskilled workers, on-the-job
training for some categories of untrained workers who urgently needed it; courses
on labour safety, etc.

But all these efforts are, by and large, partial, and do not fully embrace the
worker as a total personality. Even the trade unions are not able to perceive
the role of education in the light of long term welfare and prosperity requirments
of their members.

Thus, the basic :dea governing polyvalent education is to meet various, inter-
related needs of the worker with specifically matched programmes. It became
gradually obvious that educational and training programmes geared to particular
workers' needs (unisided programmes) arc neglecting some important aspects of
workers' life and labour's world. Simultaneity of effortscombining professional
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training with civic sense, elementary knowledge with social responsibility, vocational
initiation with literacy, family life education with understanding of basic ethical
values, promotion of labour ethics with cultural development etc. was revealed
to be necessary. At the same time it became evident that the educational and
training programmes could not be uniform, or centrally administered but had to
be locally 'coloured' and environmentally based. Since the vocational and
educational equipment of each worker is widely variable it is obvious that the
programme will also have to be diversified, flexible and adaptable to meet
these specific needs. In other words, the 'mix' of the programme offered to
workers consisting of educational, vocational civic, cultural and other components
should be determined by the 'mix' of the specific educational, vocational and
other needs of the workers.

To express it in another way, the polyvalent needs of the workers are to be
met by the polyvalent content of the programme. These were the arguments which
led to the decision to establish centres for polyvalent education of 'urban workers.

Objectives

The first Polyvalent Centre in India was set up in Bombay by the Ministry of
Education, Government of India, in 1967 with the following objectives :

To enrich the lives of workers through knowledge and better
understanding of their environment;

To prepare them more adequately for vocational and technical training
through general education;

To improve the vocational skill and technical knowledge of the workers

for raising their efficiency and increasing their productive ability; and

- To develop the right perspective in them towards work.

THE ENVIRONMENT

Location : Choices

A programme can thus become truly polyvalent only when it is diversified,

when it serves a differentiated client group in a complex environment.

This means that, at least in the first instance, such a programme should be

organised primarily where there is a large employable sector. A highly

industrialised urban centre offers the most favourable situations for organising
these programmes, especially for the following reasons
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(1) The need for such polyvalent education is more conspicuous and socially
better recognised;

(2) Material resources invested in the education of workers in these areas
are likely to yield quicker results.

(3) The growing requirements of the 'labour force' are more evident, and
the possibilities for using the acquired knowledge are more prominent ;

(4) Motivation of workers to participate in continuing education is higher;
and

(5) Facilities for other Inputs, such as teaching staff, accommodation,

equipment and expertise are more favourable.

In the long run, such programmes will have to be extended to other areas
which are in various stages of urbanisation and industrial and economic
development.

Bombay had (according to the 1971 Census figures) a population of almost six
million. The number of factc,....s have grown from 1,500 in 1947 at the time of

Independence to over 10,000 to date. The number of workers was 360,000 in

1947 and is now over one million. There is a wide range of small and large-scale
industries in the city, some with a very large body of workers. The industries

cover many kinds of production, ranging all the way from a simple artisan type to

a Highly mechanised variety.

As the most important industrial and commercial centre, Bombay offers every
year a great number of new employment. For many of them there are properly

trained youth but several jobs need specific training and preparation, which can

only be done in the course of employment.

The working conditions cover a wide range of differences. I ,a/ patterns of

promotion opportunities (vertical mobility), new equipment and machineries,
modernised management, additional facilities for health services and housing, and

so on are placing complementary demands on workers. On the other side the

economic difficulties, constraints and string:ncies, as well as price rise, inflation

and scarcity can be alleviated through higher productivity, lower costs of produc-
tion, reduced wastage, higher emoluments, better dispensation of justice and
more equitable distribution of wealth. The Bombay environment represents a

large variety of economic situations, social circumstances and human

requirements.

12
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The educational level of workers is equally variable. Although there has been
no systematic study on this subject, ari hoc studies made periodically by the
Bombay City Social Education Committee estimate that nearly 50% of the
workers employed in industries are illiterate. This percentage appears to have
remained fairly static over the last several years.

Information regarding the ratio c, f :killed to semi-skilled and unskilled
workers is even harder to assess. It varies from industry to industry and depends
upon the manufacturing process involved. Even where employers feel the need for
skilled workers, they seem to prefer to recruit unskilled or semi-skilled workers
for several obvious reasons. Therefore, at any point of time, the percentage of
unskilled and semi-skilled workers is always higher than it would appear suitable
to the technological level of the enterprise. The problem is further complicated
by the fact that apprentices move out even before the stipulated period of
apprenticeship as soon as they land other jobs.

New requirements

(i) Industries in Bombay require trained workers possessing different types
of skills. Several industries are replacing old processes by new ones. Old
machines are replaced by modern equipment. New technology is being
introduc xl at different levels which demands trained workers.

(ii) A large number of workers even today acquire occupational skills by
trial and error. This is difficult and time consuming. Some technical
training facilities are available but the demand for such training is increas-
ing on account of rapid industrialisation.

(iii) Workers in both the organised and unorganised sectorsskilled and
unskilled workers in factoriesmanual labourers, clerks, domestic
servants, hotel boys and others, who wish to undergo some training which
will help them to get better jobs, promotions, increased wages. sPr. :...1
security and so on.

(iv) There is a continuous influx of young people from rural and semi-urban
areas. Many of them have some education. They are ambitious and
conscious of their rights. They need both technical and nontechnical
training.

(v) For industries, training apprentices is a statutory obligation. As they
restrict the quota of apprentices, several young men requiring technical
training are left out. Further, in view of the low stipend given to the
apprentices, dropout rate is pretty high.

14
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(vi) A large number of boys searching for jobs in industry and various ser-
vices, are in reality unemployable (either because they are illiterate since
they have not had any education, or because their education was not
suitable and relevant to the jobs which they seek).

(vii) For a worker, living in Bombay itself is a type of education. The indus-
trial atmosphere here provides challenges, opportunities, hopes as well
as frustrations. He has to put up with several hardships. Thousands of
workers live in slumsmany spend 3-4 hours in travelling from their
residence to the factory and back.

(viii) The most pressing needs of the majoriy of workers appear to be job
security, better jobs, increased wages, better human relations in the
place of work and at home.

Any course which enables the workers to realise these needs or to overcome
these difficulties would be apparently welcomed by a large number of the
employed population.

Various interests

The Bombay urban environment contains a number of positive motivational
encouragements for such educational and training programmes :

(a) Every modern industrialist is keen that the worker should become more
productive. So any programme which is oriented to enhance the worker's
productivity is likely to be accepted and encouraged by the employers.

(b) At the same time, the urban worker at any level is also equally anAious
to learn more and upgrade his ability, skill and competence, and thus
enhance his professional and career prospects. This provides the intrinsic
motivational element. An organised educational programme, tailor-made
to his requirements, would help him in general and prepare him systema-
tically for his job.

(c) Young people entering employment, require assistance in adjusting
themselves socially and culturally to the 'labour world' and many of
them to the 'urban life' which is so entirely different from what they
have been brought up in. The programmes of a polyvalent centre will
have to take into consideration these types of needs also.

(d) Trade unions play an aggressive role in urban areas, especially in the
larger industrial sectors. But they have not so far been sufficiently
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involved in the education of their members. This often makes the ill-
educated workers vulnerable to political and other forms of manipulation.
At the same time, unless the cooperation of the unions is secured, they
can act as contrary and retarding forces to this effort.

However. there are still several opposite trends. Some employers have blind
confidence in technological advances and physical investments, and constantly
neglect the human elements in a modern economy. Small scale industry is less
apprehensive of educational advantages for workers than the large industrial
plants and big business. A large proportion of workers, particularly the illiterate
and unskilled ones, have no real motivation, or at least do not reach the level of
the 'felt need' for education or training. Conservative forces in society are not
Inclined to promote workers education, being concerned about their own vested
interests

These. and other opposing interests adversely influence the effective operation
of the polyvalent education scheme.

Parameters I
The above analysis brings out certain clear parameters within which a

Polyvalent Centre has to conceive its programmes. These can be summarised as :

(a) the highly diversified groups of workers, geographically scattered all
over the city,

(h) the widely variable structure of employing agencies and their needs;

(c) the highly volatile, fluid social structure prevailing in the city;

(d) the rapid technological changes that are constantly Introduced into

industry necessitating quick adjustments,

(e) the limited number of organised educational and training facilities avail-
able in the environment to match the needs of the workers as well as the
industries; and

(f) the need for educational programmes which will help the workers not
only professionally but also in their socio-cultural assimilation.

Therefore, the preparation of a programme necessitates as detailed a study
and analysis as possible of the motivations, interests and milieu, particularly with
rfeerence to the industrial structure, characteristics of workers, their special
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educational and professional needs and the existing educational and training facili-
ities available in the city. The programmes to be offered by the Polyvalent Centre
need to take into account the participants' interests, needs, and aspirations in this
broad frame-work. It goes without saying that it is therefore, necessary to be
selective, and to make chokes in consultation with those concerned with the prog-
ramme, namely the sponsoring agencies and the prospective participants. There
are limitations of time, budget, convenience of both the workers and the spons-
oring agencies. These constraints largely influence and limit the choice of pro-
grammes that the Centre could offer.

ORGANISATION

Autonomous agency

The Polyvalent Education Centre (Shramik Vidyapeeth) has been created as an
autonomous organisation under the auspices of the Bombay City Social Education
Committee, a non-governmental agency having a long record of adult education
work in the urban area of Bombay. In organising and planning its programmes, the
Centre is assisted by a managing body (the `Samiti) consisting of 17 members
representing the interests of workers, industrial undertakings, education, business
enterprises, municipal authority adult education agencies, State Government (two
representatives: one each from the Education and Labour Departments) the Union
Government-Ministry of Education, and other related bodies. The Samiti is a pol-
icy making body. It plans and directs specific programmes through appropriate
sub-committees. The day-to-day affairs of the Centre are largely left to the
responsibility of the staff.

The managing body of a Centre like this has certain special roles which

distinguish it from similar bodies of other organisations. In reality it function
along with its 'policy making' role as a broad-based high level coordinating link and
instrument of leverage between the Centre and the employing sectors. It is charged
to keep in focus and to establish a balance between larger perspectives and local
objectives, to keep a finger on the pulse of industrial and worker needs, enlist active
cooperation of employers, assist in mobilising additional resources, and play a
public relations role.

To discharge such a function, the managing body had to be as representative
of industrial and workers interests as possible. Every section of the participating
groups is associated with itemployers' associations, trade unions, employment-
exchanges, welfare agencies and voluntary organisations.

The Samiti sets guidelines for the Centre's educational programmes, their
content, location, methods and evaluation. It gives direction for the expansion of
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the activities, for the mobilisation of all potential resources, and makes suggestioas
for programme dt,elopment. The Samiti is responsible for awarding certificates
to the successful participants, sending letters of appreciation to co-ordinatint,
agencies, organising workshops for the academic staff, charging fees for participants
in certain technical courses and so on. The Samiti also considers the annual and
quarterly reports prepared by the Vidyapeeth.

The Ministry of Education, through the Directorate of Adult Education,
prepared the initial operational plan, helped the Centre in developing its programmes
and has since been giving continuous guidance and technical support in its develop-
ment. The State Government. in addition to representation on the managing body
of the Centre is expected to take overall interest in its activities especially since the
Bombay City Social Euacation Committee is set up by the State Government and
is financed by them to a considerable measure

The staff

From the inception, the Centre has been so planned that it functions with a
small compact team of professional staff consisting of a Principal and two lecturers,
one in general education and the other in technical education. This means that the
staff has to grow, both in number and quality, with the institution itself.

The professional staff has to spend considerable time in the field. They help the
part-time instructors and resource persons in preparing the syllabus, send letters to

industrialists, collaborating agencies, participants and others. arrange visits of the
participants of various courses to the concerned industries and organisations, super-
vise courses and conduct tests. Their time is spent in arranging publicity through
newspapers and other media, organising exhibitions, film shows, preparing manus-
cripts for the periodical and in other activities. In addition they are in charge of
exploring possibilities of organising new courses.

A modest supporting secretarial staff lOoks after such matters as maintmance
of accounts. records, and correspondence, convening of meetings, compilation of
reports etc. The staffing pattern was so designed that for the type of diversified
programme which the Centre has to offer, the expertise will be drawn
from various sources universities, technical institutions, industrial undertakings,
and other social organisation-. This system, it was hoped, would keep the programme
constantly enriched and up-todate. Necessary financial provision has been made
for the Centre to pay for such services as and when required. Such services have
been necessarily of a part-time nature. This arrangement has the added advantage
that the Centre is able to draw into its teaching programme resource persons who
are in cons,ant and living touch with technological, industrial, sociological, and
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educational developments. Furthermore, since they are working in the actual
situations of their specialisation, they are able to bring realistic insights into the
learning situations.

Physical facilities

The Centre is housed in the premises belonging to the Bombay City Social
Education Committee. The space is adequate to meet the needs of the Centre for
an office, a fair-sized library, for holding seminars and conferences, and for storage
of equipment and materials. With the initial assistance extended by UNESCO,
the Centre was equipped with audio-visual equipment, books and a mini-bus for
use in field work, The mini-bus is now out of commission and the Centre is
currently without its own transport. This cramps the mobility of the staff and
affects the pace of organisation, supervision and personal contact.

Financial resources

The main source of income for the Centre has been the grant from the
Government of India, which is up to a maximum of Rs. 100,000 (313,000) per year.
Most of this goes to meet staff salaries and establishment expenses. The Centre is
expected to raise additional resources from the communitythe employing
enterprise as well as othersin the form of funds, physical facilities, instructors'
services, supply of materials, etc. This has been conceived with two objects in
view: (v ,o augment the Centre's resources which will enable programme
expansion : and (b) for giving a greater sense of involvement tc the employers
and to the sponsoring agencies.

As the programmes of the Centre became more known and the benefits of the
courses to the workers and to the industry more tangible, the offer of such mate-
rial contribution has become more spontaneous and substantial. At least in respect
of some of the more popular technical skill courses, the Centre has been able to
work out the cost analysis and recover some of the expenditure in the form of
tuition fees from the sponsoring agencies.

Technical and other institutions in the locality have also helped by offering
their physical location, laboratories and instructors available for the activities of
the Centre.

ACTIVITIES

Learning and training activities (Courses)

During the seven years since its inception (between July 1967 and March 1974)
the Centre has organised 129 courses covering 43 subject areas. It trained 2,562 per-
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sons of whom 408 were women. (Table I). Of these courses, 35 were held in the pre-
mises of the Centre, 41 were in the nearby localities and 53 were organized in
different industrial establishments and educational institutions. In the current year
several courses have been planned and some are under way.

Out oi. the 129 courses conducted, the emphasis in 1963 was on professional
aspects of work in relation to other educational needs of workers in the organised
sector; in 66 courses the emphasis was on social and organisational aspects of the
life in enterprises. The first group covered different industrial fields such as:
mechanical, chemical and electrical engineering, textile, film projector operation
and tailoring. More than 20 language courses were conducted for workers in the
organised sector. This was amplified by the courses in management and super-
vision, art and culture, home nursing and first aid, citizenship training, home
science, clerical posts, and general education.

Yearwise analysis of the number of courses organised by the Vidyapeeth (vide
Table 11), shows an uneven development, with steep drops in the 2nd and 4th years
of the Centre's existence, largely due to interruptions in the staffing position. In
the very first year of inception, the Vidyapeeth could organise 21 courses and train
530 persons. Considering the difficulties in organising the courses in the city of
Bombay and the lack of e-perience on the part of the organisers, this was a fair
beginning. But the in .1a1 impetus slowed down during the next four years.
However, the last three years, 1972, 1973, 1974 have witnessed a recovery and a
steady rise in programme activities. Starting in 1972 some attempts have been made
and are continued to be made to improve the programme and increase the size of
the activities. This is reflected in the number of ,;nurses conducted subsequently.
In the year 1972-73, Vidyapeeth could organise 25 courses, while in the year start-
ing April 1973 and ending March 1974, it organised 44 courses the highest
number of courses ever conductedand trained 776 persons.

Supporting activities

In addition to and supporting the structured education-cum-vocational
programmes, the Centre carries out several activities with the object of:

enriching the lives of workers

_ providing opportunities for social, civic and community participation
.111 developing a richer perspective towards life and work

securing greater community involvement.

The Vidyapeeth's records show that thousands of people belonging to diffe-
rent sectors of the t.orr inity participated in these act ivities. Cumulatively, these
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programmes have a large promotional value and popularise the Centre's objectives
and programmes.

Placement facilities

Recently the Centre reported that they have beer. trying to give assistance to
workers, trained under various courses, to better their prospects by getting higher
posts. Vacancies advertised by various industrial organisations were brought to the
notice of the respective categories of workers, trained in Shramik Vidyapeeth
courses and they were helped in getting the advantage of the opportunities. In
certain trades, such as the boiler attendants, industries also approached the
Shramik Vidyapeeth to recommend its trainees for placements in their factories.
It is encouraging to note that response in this regard, from the industries, is on the
increase

Periodic talks

Tile Vidyapeeth started to offer periodic talks on various subjects of a general
nature. They are for three kinds of groups : (a) participants of regular courses;
(b) ex participants and (c) differentiated public. Topics cover a wide range of
subjects: from a tar :1m-discussion on 'Reading 'and Literature' to a talk on
'cleanliness of clothes'; from a talk on 'Beau:y of Fine Arts' to a talk on 'Humour
in Life'-from a talk-cum-demonstration on television to a lecture on 'Tenancy
Law' etc.

Film shows

In the last two years 74 shows of documentary and educational films have
been organised. About 20,000 people derived benefit of all these film shows.

Art appreciation

Several projects aiming at the development of art appreciation among workers
have been undertaken: exhibitions of art pieces prepared by the artists; demons-trations in art; screening of art films; competitions in essay writing; rangoli and
art appreciation, etc.

Exhibitions

The Centre has organised several exhibitions on themes like: March to self-
reliance; Freedom struggle and progress in post-independence years ; Consumer
guidance, Science in everyday life. In this they have received the cooperation of
several agencies like welfare organisations, departments of state governments,
public health institutes, municipal corporations, schools. industries, vocational
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guidance bureaus etc. Workqrs, teachers, students and others have visited and
obviously benefittcd from them.

Employment guidance

Career conferences are organised to give vocational information and guidance
to young people. Employment opportunities in different fields are discussed, career
exhibitions are arranged of books, leaflets, and posters on careers, lectures are
held on how to start small scale industries, and employment guidance is given to
those who ask or write for them, by sending cyclostyled copies of advertisements.

Follow-up contact with fonder participants

As a 'llow-up measure, the Centre involves ex-participants in its various
activities. A variety of entertainment programmes are arranged every year where
the staff and participants (present ani former) meet informally.

Bulletin

The Centre publishes a 16 page cyclostyled b'- monthly bulletin in Marathi
called Gyandeep. Over 1000 copies are circulated free of charge among the
members, ex- participants, part-time teachers, trade unions, industries and other
organisations.

In addition to regular issues, the Vidyapeeth also brought out special issues on
important occasions like the Asian Regional Seminar on PolyValent Adult Edu-
cation, the Silver Jubilee Celebration of India's Independence, and on the eve of
the liberation of Bangladesh.

The periodical organ of the Centre is intended to s4rve as a powerful medium
for : creating a sense of common purpose among employers, worker, and instruct-
ors; providing further information to the participants ; offering a forum for
employers, workers and others for expressing views on programmes of this kind,
and promoting generally the Centre's image and its activities among :he general
public.
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APPROACh

Policy makers and the staff of the Vidyapeeth generally state that according
to their long experience the 'polyvalent approach' in adult education can effi-
ciently enable workers to play their various roles, such as wage earners, members
of a working collective, parents, members of social groups like a chawl, as citizens
etc.

Unlike some other educational and training programmes for workers and
labourers which focus on one or a few educational aims, the Centre for Polyvalent
Education tries to upgrade knowledge and impart skills simultaneously and in an
inter-related way; it tries to develop comprehension and promote awareness, as
well as to help the participants to solve their daily problems and needs, conside-
ring all these aspects as correlated components. Therefore, since the content and
design of the courses are the most crucial aspects of implementing the 'polyvalent
approach', the success of the programme most particularly depends on how much
the course is integrated.

Unlike many other existing educational programmes designed for unidentified
target groups and purposes, the Centre for Polyvalent Education tries to implant
each programme in a definite environment, to plan it for a particular clientele, to
bast curriculum on and for identified learners' needs. Therefore, besides imparting
instruction and teaching various skills, the Centre is aiming to help people to
change old fashioned attitudes or acquire new understanding, to overcome inertia
and indifference, to acquire better working habits, to enrich their life economi-
cally, socially and culturally.

The curriculum for the polyvalent programme is designed to be a composite
and integrated course which would not only meet the vocational needs of the workers
but would also give them a larger perspective of the setting in which they live and
work, that is a fuller understanding of the socio-cultural and economic factors
governing the it work-life as well as their family obligations. The curriculum is
thus intended to be composed of vocational and general education elements, as
well as of civic and socio-economic components, closely interwoven into a

meaningful whole.

From the very beginning some programmes have been elaborated in that way
and spirit. However, it is only in the last one or two years that a larger, and global
approach to learners' needstheir polyvalent 'nature' and 'social situation'have
been better understood and implications drawn in programming and implementing
various activities.
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However, it should be mentioned that a scanning of more than a few courses
indicates that these basic and crucial concepts of a polyvalent programme remain

to be fully realised. Some programmes are univalent, that is they remain either
'technical' or `general'; some are an artificial mixture of vocational, economic
and general topics built on an ad hoc and subjective choice, without basing it on

any cohesive concept of education relevent to the particular group of workers.
Some courses remain skill oriented for limited short-term job needs of the worker,
and rarely treat him as a whole individual with many facets to his perso-
nality. 'General education' has been added to some courses as an after-thought

and more as a reluctant concession to a directive rather than as an educational

response to an identified need. It is not surpising therefore that the general educa-
tion component remains an unwelcome intruder in the programme, receives a mech-

anical, gingerly treatment, and both instructors and learners wish to dispose it off

as casually and summarily as decently possible. At the other extreme, the Centre

offers separate general education courses unrelated to any vocational or ocupa-
tional interest or direction.

Where these weaknesses have been noticed, the result of the unintegrated
approach to curriculum formulation has been:

th,.. the general education component, whether as a separate course or
as 'additive' to the technical component, has not been meaningful to
the learners ani has not held the': interest and attention;

that the employers likewise do not see the value of these topics;

that the teachers entrusted to handle the course, fail to see the purpose
and relationship of this component, and give it a mechanical treatment.

that above all, the programme has little impact on the learner in terms

of new understandings, insights, attitudes and behaviour.

Obviously, this is an area where the staff of the Centre need to mak:, more

intensive study and analysis of participants' total requirements, to determine the

content which would be relevant, and then devise methods and forms of present-

ation correlated with the main occupational and environmental interests. Such a
curriculum can only be designed by an inter-disciplinary group of subject-matter

specialists, engineers, technicians, economists, social scientists, family life, health

and nutrition specialists and such other consultants as are required by the
course.

Clientele

The members of the Vidyapceth believe that the Centre should cater to the

needs of all the people irrespective of economic and educational background, ago,
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sex and employment statue, They have conducted training: for the affluent and

poorer sections of the commun,:y; for men, women and unemployed youths; for

the educated and uieducated alike However, the Vidyapeeth should put emphasis

on the needs of the lower middle and lower income groups, particularly in indu-

stry and in services, as well as to other poorer sections of the society.

The policy-makers and staff of the Vidyapeeth are justified in emphasizing

that the Centre should cater to the needs of all the members of the family of

workers so long as these needs fall within the purview of the overall objectives of

the Vidyapeeth After all, any training programme which enriches the family

members of the worker will ultimately he him to lead a hetter life. Suet' an

approach helps the community at large. Tie social setting in which the Vidya-
peeth is operating demands such an approz,ch. Therefore, in the future, iifferent
educational programmes need to be organised not only for the workers but also

for their dependents.

Basic needs

One of the first requirements for implementing the 'polyvalent approach'

consists in identifying the various aspects of the environment where the future
learners live and work, the basic needs of the workers of different categories, the

priorities for organising a programme etc. Although in some cases a sort of an

initial survey has been organised, the usual practice was confined to a few inter-

views and to an intutive insight into the respective 'milieu'.

Differences and variations have been taken into account:

the most important need of a temporary worker is how to improve his
chances of getting a permanent job. The unskilled worker may need
training which will help him to get a skilled job. The potential worker
wants a job. The needs of the permanent workers are often family

centred.

the unemployed and casual workers may be trained to face an interview.

They must know where they can get jobs, how to read newspapers,
particularly the wanted column, they must know how to apply for a
job, etc.

..... a casual worker should know service prospects, importance of regularity

and punctuality in promotion, and job security, how to submit a medical

certificate how to report to the superior when he is late and so on.
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.11. a permanent worker wants more knowledge about the Factory Act,
trade unions, importance of saving, facilities available for children's
education, availabil;ty of scholarships and other concessions for children's
education, triple vaccination and family planning.

importance of punctuality, regularity, efficiency, hygiene, neatness, saving,
first aid, safety and several other topics are needed by all categories of
workers, etc....

Needless to say, a thorough identification of problems and needs would put
the differences between categories of workers on a more solid basis and would
improve the relevance of programme contents, increase the efficiency of educational
and training courses, and enlarge the diversification of curricula.

PREPARATION OF PROGRAMMES

Identification of target groups

The Centre has been adopting various methods for identifying target groups of
workers and their specific needs. These include:

circular letters to industrial establishments, business concerns, and unions
to publicize the Centre's programme and to provoke demand; (The need
for courses in auto-weaving, bench fitting, sheet-metal work and indus-
trial electricity were located in this way).

a study of advertisements in local dailies which provided clues to the type
of skill and knowledge that employers demand of prospective employees:
(Courses in the use of verniers and micro-meters, workshop calculations
and domestic helpers are illustrative of programmes which originated in
this manner).

surveys of educational needs of particular categories of adult workers;
(This was a weak area and was not systematically and scientifically
pursued).

suggestions received from the members of the Samiti technical education
institutions, practising engineers, mill-owners associations, trade unions,
former participants, resource persons connected with the Centre's pro-
gramme at the time of conferences, seminars and individual and group
discussions (Examples of courses developed in this manner are those for
maintenance fitters, heat treatment, electric motor winders, mechanical
draftsmanship, workshop calculation and projector operation).
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requests received from employers who desire to upgrade and update the
knowledge and skills of their workers to meet the increasing sophistica-
tion in technology. (The textile mills wanted courses in auto-loom weaving
when they switched over to it from power loom technique; other requests
from small and big industries included courses in power metrology, die
casting, sales and income tax laws and cost control methods).

These methods, severally or together, have doubtless given some indicat ion of
employers and employes' needs and helped the Centre in getting its programme
moving, especially In the initial stages. By and large, however, the choices of
courses have been ad hoc and a response to short-term and snap-decision needs.
If the centre is to achieve its objective of ushering a process of all-around growth
of workers and of making a longterm impact, a more perspective planning of
programmes should be undertaken, indicating phasing and priorities.

The phases of this perspective planning might be:

as scientific a survey as possible of the industrial structure of the city and
its specific characteristics as are of direct relevance to the Centre's
programme;

a clear idea of the geographical distribution of the industries and em-
ploying sectors;

the nature of the employing agencies, especially from the point of view
of operation and support;

an assessment of the prio ity of demands of skill and knowledge

competence;

a futuristic assessment of *he type of new demands that are anticipated,
say for the next five to ten years;

the agencies whose resources can be mobilised;

resource personnel available.

On the basis of data provided by the survey, the Centre should then be able to
determine its priorities in terms of levels of industrial establishments, categories of
workers and geographical areas to be covered.

This kind of survey and assessment would need to be repeated say, every 5
years, since the structure and characteristic of an industrial area like Bombay keep
changing rapidly.
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So far as the employing sectors are concerned, the survey should help in

identifying three major categories:

(i) the larger sized sectors which have resources and which are already

organising such or similar programmes for their workers.

This group can both give to and receive from the Centre: that is,

service as promotional models, offer resource personnel; and in turn the

Centre could extend technical and professional services whenever

required.

(1) the middle categorywhich have fair-sized resources and a large number

of workers, and which have not so far taken initiative in organising such

programmes; the Centre will have the greatest scope and can make the

largest contribution to this group;

(HO the small industrial and sub-industrial employing agencies which have yet

to develop a corporate employer-worker relationship and to recognise the

need for workers education. They may not have large enough groups of

workers nor the necessary physical and other facilities.

While the needs of this category is not denied, the Centre may

have to give a lower priority within its limited resources. However, this

should not preclude it from organising model programmes periodically as

a means of selling the concept and as an incentive to these agencies to

enter the ambit of the Centre's programme sooner or later.

Selection of participants

By and large, the selection of workers for admission to courses has been left

to the employer, and his choice and recommendation have generally been accepted.

In the case of workers who approach the Centre directly. there is some scope for

exercising selectivity. In such cases, the Centre gives preference to those who have
had work experience, are literate and can follow instructions in the language in

which the cr se is conducted. However, the demand so far has never been so big

that any candidate has had to be rejected for any course to which he had sought

admission. Those who could not be admitted in one course were accommodated in

a subsequent one.

As a result of this admission procedure which does not follow very strict

selection criteria and standards, two consequences have followed : one, the groups

are not homogeneous either in inital competences or in interest; second which is in
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a sense a corollary of the first, there are sometimes too many drop-outs during the
course.

Lack of homogeneity among the candidates affects the quality of training.
For instance, in the metrology and quality control course, the group consisted of
non-matriculates as well as engineering graduates. While the less qualified could not
follow certain lessons, the more qualified felt bored.

Selection and orientation of resource personnel

As stated earlier, the Centre has only a small nucleus of staffa principal, and
two lecturers of whom one is a science specialist and the other a pedagogist. Their
role is primarily that of direction, coordination, and mobilisation of resources and
to act as catalysts in bringing employers, employees specialists and community
resources together to focus on the worker's development. They take initiative in
identifying needs, planning programmes and in direction for the formulation of
courses of study. It is presupposed that they work as an interdisciplinary team in
themselves, with clear perception of goals and objectives.

Ir the actual conduct of the courses, the Centre needs a large body of resource
persons. Keeping in view the needs of each course, the Centre tries to locate
suitable resource persons on a part-time basis. This is largely through personal
contacts with institutions, enterprises and individuals. In some cases, it has been
possible to obtain the services of instructors from the technical staff of the enterprise
itself. Sometimes the managements prefer to have outside instructors since they
believe that this will command better respect and discipline. On the other hand,
some managements prefer their own men. In actual practice, no appreciable
difference has been noticed in the teaching efficiency between the two sources.
Educational and professional qualifications, practical experience, capacity to relate
themselves with the workers, and the ability to communicate in the local language
have been some of the major considerations governing the choice of resource persons.

Incentive to resource persons

What draws resource persons from widely different fields to give of their
service and effort to this programme? The honorarium given by the centre is nominal
and is just sufficient to meet their out of pocket expenses on travel. The incentive
would thus appear to he in something less material : the opportunity to extend
their horizon of work; the challenge it offers to reach an unusual group; recognition
in the professional field; (to a few) a spirit of service and participation in a new
venture.
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In the long run, the centre will have to depend increasingly on the intrinsic
worth and relevance of the programme to attract and hold the interest of resource
persons. Some well directed and planned steps would be necessary to build a
competent, informed and pioneering team of such helpers. Such measures might
include :

well organised orientation courses, seminars and discussions at regular
intervals to exchange views and experiences, and to work out common
approaches and methodologies,

organized discussion sessions with representative:, of employers and
workers to give first hand insights into the framework of the programme;

substantial assistance by the centre in preparing and/or making available
mat :rials and aids to help them in conducting the classes;

a good reference library covering the various disciplines;

associating the names of the resource persons with the course in all the

Centre's documents.

Involvement of employing agencies

The ultimate objective of the programme is to help the workers in satisfying
their basic educational 'Ind cultural needs, as well as to upgrade and promote their

life, earnings, critic:-.I thinking, social involvement, responsibility etc. But one of

the corrollary purposes is to crease by precept and practice a fuller understanding

among employers and employing agencies of their responsibility towar's the total

well being of the workers of which their educational and professional growth is a

major element.

The experience of the centre vis-a-vis the employing agencies has been altoge-

ther favourable and encouraging. They have responded to the Centre's requests

In organising courses, provided physical location and facilities, in some cases even

borne the expenses on the honorarium of the visiting teacher. Sometimes they also

lend the service of instructors.

When courses are conducted in the unorganized sector, voluntary welfare

agencies awl educational ustitutions send instructors and participants, and provide

training facilities.

When courses arc organised for identified industrial establishments, the Centre

receives all assistance from the enterprises. Such courses involve little financial

commitment. The Centre provides only the organizational resources for meeting

the needs of those in employment or likely to be absoroed. Similarly, the Centre had
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no difficulty in conducting courses for skilled and semi-skilled employees of different
industries. The training facilities are provided by the industries which also meet
the cost of the instructors' fee. The courses for boiler attendants can be 1...'-, as
an example. They have been repeated several times. Such courses are !Au..
become financially self-suffizient.

The association of the participating agencies will be required on an even larger
scale than in the past sand at all stages of programme implementation, from pre-
planning stage till much after the courses are completed. Some of the areas of
cooperation can be listed as follows:

in demanding the services of the Centre for such courses ;

in creating an awareness among its own employees of the need for deve-
lopment ;

in offering facilities of accommodation, equipment, practical demonstra-
tion and resource persons;

in contributing towards the cost of the programme;

.... in providing facilities and incentives for follow-up-programme for the
same group and for new groups;

in assisting in over-all supervision of the programme and in carrying out
periodical test checks;

in spreading the message of the programme to other employing agencies
and organisations.

The Centre's role in this respect is even more that of a catalyst than in
othersof stimulating a widening circle of employing agencies to participate in and
initiate such programmes.
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PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION

The Centre has offered a great variety of courses. As is unavoidable in this type
of educational undc taking, their quality, Impact, achievements are very uneven.

Without neglecting and uneermining the results, some weaknesses in the
implementation phase have to be highlighted:

(I) the professional inputs have not been adequate in some courses, which
diminished the expected impact;

(2) there was somewhat a wastage of eiTorts. since various courses were not
repeated, although the need for them was evident;

(3) the number of institutional hours did not grow concurrently with the
evolution of the programme in its totality, which brought down the num-
ber of institutional hours per course. This affected the effectiveness of
some courses;

(4) th, attention paid to the methodology of learning and teaching was some-
what neglected, hence the educational quality has not reached the
desired level in various subjects.

(5) there was a lack of concern for the 'software', more particularly for
the preparation and production of adequate supporting materials.

More socccessful courses
The study shows that some of the courses conducted for particulzr nubile and

private industrial enterprises were more successful than others:
The Boiler Attendant courses are typical of the successful programmes. Since

industries replace the older boilers by more mechanised ones, workers need a work-
ing knowledge of the ne,/ mechanism. There are no institutional facilities in
Bombay which provide such training at the workers level. The centre offered
eight courses in this subject, employing well-trained and experienced teachers who

could teach in Marathi.
Another useful course is on Efficient Fuel and Steam Utilisation. In the

course of discussions with technical experts, the staff learnt that considerable fuel
was wasted due to a lack of necessary knowledge, The centre organised three

courses on the subject, and they were appreciated by participants and management

alike. It is stated that the training enables the workers to save 2 to 3 per cent of

fuel. If such a training is given to the employees at the supervisory level as well.

it is expected that 4 to 5 per cent of fuel can be saved. There is a growilg demaad

for such courses, and the employers are even willing to contribute towards their

expenses.
The course in Metrology and Quality Control 'nu been repeatedly organised

to meet the demand from enterprises. It was found that industries in Bombay
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generally engage unskilled workers in the inspection departments where skill is

needed and there is no agency training the workers in this field. The courses

conducted by the Centre have helped to fill this gap.

The courses on 16 mm. and 35 mm. Film Projector Operation have been well

appreciated by the participants. Many unskilled workers who underwent the train-

mg hope to get throagh the g ivcrnm:int examinations These courses have helped

several of them to become skilled hands

The sowing and cutting classes organised for housewives have been found useful.

They were satisfied with the coarse content and the way the classes was conducted.

The courses conducted for unemployed youth are of special significance. The

course in tailoring is a case in point. There is a large number of unemployed youth

with little education and no income. I hey want jobs but lack occupational skills.

These young men !iced some training which would enable them to maintain them-

selves, They want technical and occupational courses which will give them some

employable skill., The stair of the Centre contacted some ready-made garment
shops and collected information about the types of jobs available with them. They

organised a short training course for a group of unemployed youth in stitching

certain men's garments

Result Some of tiiem are likely to be absorbed in garment factories.

The Prospect.'' eVealers course was organised at the request of an enterprise.

The sons and relatives of the workers of a textile mill were selected by the employer.

The Centre organised the course. The expenses were borne by the enterprise. It also

provided other facilities After training, the participants would be absorbed in the

mill.

The class for adokscen, boys and girls conducted in a workers chawl was a well

planned and need-based course. It was launched with the help '11 a probation
otEix; of the Juvenile Guida ace Centre. The Centre provided the services of a
teacher and material for the participants. The poss!Iities in tfs area need to be
more fully explained to the public with the cooperation of welfare agencies.

1 he course for clerks in the Department of Education of the Govemxient of
Maharashtra was a well conducted and useful course. If was run free of charge. Many
participants passed the Public Examinations and got promotions and confirmation.

The course in Domestic Electricity and Applied Electrical Appliances conducted

for housewives (and repeated for school-going children), was an interesting and
useful need-based course conducted in the unorganised sector.
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Less successful courses

The home science course for housewives aroused a mixed feeling. The syllabus
did not cater to their real needs as they were largely drawn from the lower
middle class. They also felt that the lectures on cooking did not impress. Obvious-
ly the course called for better planning, and a closer understanding of the needs
of the target group.

Helper to Mremen is a one-year intensive course conducted foi potential
workers. Although useful, the course was not very successful from the point of view
of planning and organising. The Centre had no control over the participants and
there were many dropouts. Absenteeism has been high. When the course is fully run,
only a handful of young men would have completed it, at a disproportionate cost.

The home nursing course is a typical example of a useful subject not getting
across This was intended for womenwives and daughters of workers but they
were obviously not enthusiastic. What they wanted was some skill training to help
them earn a little extra. The Cent': could perhaps organize such courses suitably
designed, in collaboration with welfare agencies.

The courses organised for washermen (dhobis) had a mixed reception. The
Vidyapeeth faced many difficulties in conducting this course : the participants did

not understand the local language; the lectures had to be translated into Hindi;
the classes were conducted from 8 P. M. until 11.30 P. M.; the participants grum-
bled because this encroached on their cooking and rest schedule. When the course
was completed, they agreed that they had learnt new methods, but what was the
use ? They would not like to change the traditional method of washing clothes,
since the modern method was more expensive, and the customers anyway did not
pay more nor did they appreciate the superior laundering. Although discouraging
at first sight and seemingly an `unsuccess', such courses do have a purpose in

driving the thin end of the wedge of change, even if it will not happen immediately.

The citizenship training course for hotel boys, was neither successful nor useful.
The boys working in hotels want to improve their jot. prospects. They are unskilled

and have little education. In course of time, they develop contacts with millhands

and join mills as unskilled workers. A theoretical lecture-course on the value of
citizenship was not what they Ranted at the end of an exhausting day. This is an
instance of a course that was imposed on a group without relevance to their need.

The cartoon drawing course is an example of a well-organised and well-
conducted course, but its need was not obvious.
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Resource personnel

The visiting teachers who had participated in the programme had developed

favourable attitudes towards the programme and would like to continue their
association with it. How much of this attitude is due to the monetary benefit that

such work provides and how much to genuine involvement will have to remain in

the realm of subjective speculation. A disappointing feature is that they are
unwilling to strengthen their teaching with necessary aids like notes, charts etc.,

unless they are paid extra.

This consideration apart, they seem to be able to communicate with the learn-

ers in the local language and at the workers' level. The participants also seemed

to corroborate this assessment. However, more objective data would be necessary

to assess how appropriate the methods were, whether they could be improved and

if so, how.

Methodology

Next in importance only to the curriculum is the methodology used in convey-

ing the message of the programme to the learners.

The methodology followed by the Centre falls far short of the desired one :

the part-time instructors teaching the courses rarely see the whole for the

parts;

there is not adequate inter-linking between the different parts of the coarse;

methods of teaching are largely classical;

there is scope for larger and more imaginative use of audio-visual aids.

The Centre would do well to give more thought to these aspects.

This means that the learner must be fully involved in the learning process and

should see the entire course as a meaningful way of understanding his environ-

ment, improving his competence, making adjustments and finding answers to some

of his major searchings. The methodology should be as diversified as his needs and

interests are, but converging on his total development.

In concrete terms, this would mean:

that an interdisciplinary approach is adopted;

that one instructor alone may not be able to handle the whole course nor

is it desirable to do so; on the contrary, a team of resource persons,
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handling indivi full aspects but as parts of a whole would be more
appropriate;

that the methodology should adopt various techniques to draw maximum
learner participation; group discussions, use of a variety of audio-visual
aids, field visits and practical demonstration.

It is certain that some work done in India to improve and innovate the
teaching and learning methodology for adult education, as well as the preparation
of curriculum and learning materials (as part of other programmes, like the
Farmers Functional Literacy Scheme) will be of a certain relevance to and help in
the promotion of pedagogical aspects in the Vidyapeeth.

Learning materials

By the very nature of the programrtn, there can be no pre-determined and
prescribed texts.

The Centre has made some attempts to prepare such mater..:Is for some of the
courses, especially in the initial years, lmt by and l trge the initiative to prepare
teaching-learning materials has been left to the instructors. As stated earlier, not
all instructors had taken equal effort to prepare such aids. The entire process of
material, preparation needs to be planned systematically and professionalised.
Learning materials will need to be prepared for different courses depending on the
particular requirements of learner groups. This can take the form of cyclostyled
learning,sheets, hand-outs on topics of special interest, work sheets, diagrams,
sketches, .extracts, from books and periodicals etc. Some material can also be
borrowed from other local sources and adapted for the Vidyapeeth's needs. The
staff of the Centre should mobilise professional and technical assistance in prepar-
ing these materials as also supporting aids like charts, work sheets, models, etc.

Audio-visual aids

The Centre was initially equipped with basic autlio-visual equipment. They
were intended to be used for providing audio-visual support to the programme.
This support remains to be built through the acquisition or loan of graphic and
non-graphic aids appropriate to the courses.

As teaching aids, they should be more used during the courses and not merely
for entertainment purposes. These aids properly used should help in : (i) motivat-
ing;the learner groups, (ii) focussing attention on specific aspects; (ail) reinforcing

or illustrating concepts;i(iv) facilitating the simulation of social and cultural situa-
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tions; (v) presenting desirable goals of social and cultural behaviour; (vi) demon-

strating some of the more advanced and sophisticated technological processes.

In fact many aspects of the general education component can be most profitably

treated through these aids and will be much more meaningful than a formal lecture

on discipline, citizenship or Indian culture.

Library

The Centre has a fair-sized library hal! and a small collection of books.

However, it is still to develop as a supporting service to the programme. Its utility

can be enhanced in three directions;

(a) to serve as a well-stocked reference centre for preparing the courses of

study, !earning-teaching materials and aids;

(h) to provide reading materials to the learners' groups. This could be done

by organising a system where the materials could be circulated among

the members of a group during the course.

(c) to provide, further reading materials.

Later on, alotg with the Centre's development, the library may be transformed

into a proper self-study centre.

&wen Woo

One might think that because it is a non-formal programme depending on
voluntary choice, it does not call for a formal system of supervision and report.
While neither the non-formal nor the voluntary nature of the programme is in
douot, any serious activity to justify the effort and cost, calls for an optimum input

and discipline. A process of supervision whether internal or externalis to ensure

just this firmness.

At present, supervision is done by the three members of the Centre's staff and
is dependent on the availability of time and transport. The results of supervision

are also not fed back into the system in a planned manner.

It is obvious that with several courses going on simultaneously in scattered
parts of the city, the small band of the Centre's staff cannot do justice to the
supervision by themselves. Nor is that the long-term objective. It should he the
endeavour of the Centre to induct a band of persons drawn from various sources
to help in this task, as for example, selected persons in the employing organisations

and resource persons. 4 6
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The purpose of upervision is not one of marking attendance or of policing

the classes but is really to ensure that . all the facilities are made available on time;

the courses are progressing on schedule; the programme is holding the interest of
participants and is meeting its objectives; the methods of teaching are appropriate
and the courses are adequately equipped; the cooperation of the enterprise and the
learners with the programme is obtained; and adequate steps are taken to rectify
shortcomings and remove hurdles.

Cooperative supervision to be successful should be carefully preplanned so
that there is common understanding of what should be looked for and ensured and
tha 'here are no contrary and confusing judgements.

A well organised system of supervision will also provide mid-way evaluative
data on the basis of which future courses can be revised and improved.

Evaluation

Initially, no systematic procedure for evaluation of the courses was laid down.
Subsequently, effort was made to include such procedure, which generally consisted
of a pre-test and a terminal test. The pre-test, however, was administered orally in
the beginning of the course. Generally a terminal test was administered to find
out how much the par ticipants in the course were able to learn. In addition, a

group discussion with the participants was often held in the coacluding session,
during which they were able to give their opinions and suggestions in a prescribed

form. Views of the instructors and the employing agencies who sponsored the

participants were also elicited. But conclusions arrived at were vague and unprecise.

Little systematic effort was made to record, analyse, interpret and feed back,

Except in a few courses, no scientific evaluation procedures were observed.

In terms of impact studies, the first evaluative study of the Centre made by

the Tata Institute of Social Sciences (in 1969) was the only worthwhile attempt.

Gradually, along with the further improvement and development of the

Vidyapeeth, and particularly with the increase of the professional staff, evaluation

has to become an built-in component. As a general orientation, the evaluative

process may be carried out in the following stages of various programmes.

In the beginning as a first step to assess the level at which particular pro-

grammes could be conducted and to assess the knowledge and skills already possessed

by the learners. This can be done by conducting pre-test in the beginning or the

courses. The result obtained could be used in directing the course cou,ent as well

as the methodology and thus setting the teaching process according to the level
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of understanding of the participants. Such a pre-test can be conducted by adminis-
tering constructed questionnaires, or by having the trainees perform certain opera-
tions related to their work.

Mid-course : Mid-course evaluation will help to find ot!' whether or not the
participants are able to learn what is being imparted during the course,

whether the methods and materials are appropriate enough in promoting learning
goals and to judge the suitability of arrangements made for conducting the
course. This kind of mid-course evaluation can be organised only in respect of
courses that run for a reasonable durationsay, not less than eight weeks.

Terminal evaluation : Terminal evaluation conducted towards the end when
the course is finally terminated, will help to assess the learning gains in terms of
knowledge and skills intended to be imparted.

Impact evaluation : The impact evaluation may be conducted as the follow-up
of the course through case studies of certain courses, through constant assessment
of the courses conducted in terms of cost benefit analyses and in terms of learners
performance on the job after participation in the course conducted by the Centre

The Centre has been maintaining records of all those who have participates in
the various courses and it would be worth attempting to make certain case studies
and design follow-up studies in order to assess the impact of the courses on the
participants, the employing agencies and the overall effectiveness of the courses on
the individual workers and their environment.

Cost benefit anal) SLY. At present there are no systematic and scientific data on
how much each course costs, on what items, sources from which the cost is met,
the cost per head and the comparative pattern of costing between different types of
courses in varying situations. In the absence of such information, precise
planning of programmes and long-term estimating is not possible. Some effort has
been made to reconstruct costing pattern of some of the courses held during
1973-74.

The Centre should swiftly move from a grant receiving and spending stage to
a professional, cost-conscious system. This is essential even to be able to provide
data to enterprises on the costs involved in such programmes.

Reactions of participants, employers and trade unions

Discussions with participantscarriod out both as part of the staff members'
regular work and as part of this esaluation studyreveal that they are mostly
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satisfied with the course7, which the Centie organises. The unemployed youth
and potential workers Ltated that they had gained knowledge and confidence.
They were satisfied with the course content, organisation and methodology._ Some
workers suggested more empty sis on occupational courses like radio repairing,
watch making. transistor repairing and coil winding for their family members to
enable them to supplement their income. Housewives wanted courses in sewing,
embroidery, and doll-making which would help them to take up odd jobs in their
spare time.

Skilled workers had gained better prospects and were less exposed to indus-
trial hazards: unskilled workers had become semiskilled, and their chances of
getting employment had become brighter; the period of on-the-job training of
potential workers could be reduced substantially because of the training'given_by
the Centre. Many participants feel that they have gained knowledge and.that
their chance for vertical and horizontal mobility has increased; several of the
workers have passed the technical examinations conducted by the Government
of Maharashtra; some have received promotions and wage increases.

The employers who responded to the mailed questionnaire have invariably
appreciated the course content and end-rcsults They believe that the courses
have contributed to the efficiency of their employees. Some state that the training
has led to better human relations in their industries. Many want the Centre to
run more courses for their workers.

It should be mentioned that a small section of industrialists does not favour
outside agencies running courses for their workers. They fear that such training
leads to industrial unrest Promoting the idea of polyvalent education among
them is difficult at this stage.

Even when employers are ready to extend cooperation for training workers,
there is yet another difficulty. fhb is of sparing workers during the factory
hours. The ill-paid and exhausted worker, worried about the rising prices
and anxious to reach home is hardly in a mood to receive educational training
after the day's hard work.

The workers in the unorganised sectorwashermen, domestic servants, hotelboys and others need polyvalent education the most. They are socially and
economically handicapped people. Ti hey have little or no formal education, arenot happy with their jobs, have no job security, and future prospects. In theabsence of any incentive they express their unwillingness for training in their
respective professions even when they are convinced that it will make them better
workers. I he cultural, civic and general education programmes do not make
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much impact on them except of course some light entertainment. There is also

the problem of communication. The Vidyapeeth will have to spend much time
in identifying their urgent needs, and then arrange suitable programmes.

In the beginning, the Vidyapeeth was spending considerable time in planning

a course.-1=Even after planning there used to be delay in starting a course. This

was mainly because the employers, the teachers and even the workers were not

quite sure of the success of such courses. Today, the picture is different. With

the-growing awareness of the activities of the Vidyapeeth among the industrialists
and prominent citizens, demands for different courses are increasing.

In fact, requests for courses come from youth organisations, vocational

guidance-associations, women's organisations and social workers. The demand

for -certain types of technical courses (like the course for boiler attendants) is

increasing. The Vidyapeeth is in a better position to organise courses in the
organised sector.

Trade Unions, on the contrary, have generally remained indifferent for politi-

cal reasons. The Rashtriya Mills Mazdoor Sangh does extend some limited help.

Other trade unions are yet to respond. Because of trade union politics, there is
little involvement of workers through trade unions. The Vidyapeeth will have

to pursue efforts to involve trade union leaders on a wider basis in programming
and implementing various activities of the Centre.

future scope

There is immense scope for developing the Polyvalent Centre. The workers,

both the present participants and the potential learners, feel more and more the

need for some additional training and knowledge. The employers, both public

and private, need their workers to be trained and be more efficient. The idea
of such type of workers education has still to be 'sold' to many of them, as well
as to be spread much wider than already achieved.

This evaluative study shows also that there is scope for a la ger number of

such centres. As already mentioned, the polyvalent adult education centres have
special role to play in the socio-economic dovelopment of this country. India

needs many more centres in urban areasin metropolitan cities, middle and even
some smaller towns.
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SUMMING UP

1. The Polyvalent Adult Education Centre (Shratriik Vidyaoecth) wasstarted in 1967 by the Governme-t of India as an innovative experiment in deve-loping and offering comprehensive programmes of education to raeet the many-sided needs of the urban worker in an industrialised city like Bombay. The presentstudy is the second evaluation of the Centre during its 7 years of functioning.The experience of the 7 years bears out the validity of the concept of polyvalent
education and indicates its infinite possibilities.

2. The educational and professional needs of the urban worker have beenby and large neglected and this experiment is one of the first organised attempt
to make employers and emp'oyees conscious of th' importance of such programmes
in their mutual interest. To the extent that was possible within the short time
and limited resources, the Centre has been able to create this awareaess amongthe employing agencies and the workers' groups with whom it has come into
contact.

3. The centre has offered several courses during these 7 years, many of which
are of an exploratory character, some more skill-oriented than others. Although
the full possibilities of the 'polyvalent integration' of courses could not be realised
in all cases, by and large it can claimed that the courses had succeeded in meeting
the requirements of both employers and workers. Employers have generally,
been convinced of the usefulness of such programmes in improving the workers'
efficiency and the industry's productivity. Workers have benefited both in terms
of personal fulfilment and in respect of securing increased career mobility aui
prospects; however the benefit was less prominent from the point of view of
their readiness foi social and civic participation.

4. All courses have not always br...n well planned and organised not have
they been equally successful. Some have met a sharpy felt need and have had to te
repeated several times, while others have been of only peripheral relevance. Some
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have shown immediate and direct result, others have set.ued of academic and

remote interest. Nonetheless, the successful and the not so successful courses

have both gone to prove the importance of a clear identification of felt needs, of

aligning programmes to meet these needs and of adopting suitable methodologies.

5. The Centre has been able to establish rapport and empathy with workers,

voluntary agencies and resource persons of various categories. This has been of

sufficient degree to secure their cooperation in providing physical facilities, offering

the services of resource personnel, and even in contributing funds. Resource per-

sons have been sufficiently drawn into the programme to wish to continue their

association with it. The Centre has been able to augment limited resources to

support several more courses than what its own funds would have permitted.

6. The development and growth of the Centre and its programmes have

however been uneven, and periodic spells of stagnation have stalled progress.

It is only in the last two years that the Centre has picked up some momentum

again. Quantitatively, the record of the Centre over the seven-year period falls

short of expectations both in terms of courses offered and in terms of workers

and employers' organisations brought within its ambit. An optimum cor_:age

i; indispensable for a new experiment tc-, create a tangible impact. A larger

coverage is particularly necessary in an environment like the city of Bombay,

where the Geeas for such type of education is constantly growing.

7. Many programmes tend to be ad hoc responses to ad hoc needs, with

little conception and no long or short-term goals with reference to clearly laid

out objectives.

This adhocism is most noticeable in course formulation. The polyvalent

possibilities of the couises have not been fully understood or exploited.

it is in the area of course planning and formulation that the Centre is yet

to make a real dent, and adopt a truly innovative and interdisciplinary approach.

Polyvalency of programme or method largely remains a respectable and fragmen-

tarily implemented term rather than a generally realised concept.

X. It is time that the Centre grcw out of a hesitant, tentative phase to a

bolder, surer and more professional approach to programme organisation and

operation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

(i) R. and Function

1. The polyvalent centre has been conceived of as an innovative experiment
*;t1 continuing education for urban workers. Its primary responsibility is to

explore, innovate, work out alternatives, try new methodologies and make this
experience available to others working in this area and inspire other agencies it
Bombay elsewhere to make similar experimentation. The entire area of
urban adult education is unexplored and there is very little organised experience

to draw from. The Centre is thus an experimental venture in more sense than

one and its experiences can spearhead a new movement in urban continuing

education.

2. To preserve this spirit of exploration and innovativeness, the Centre
should guard itself against following a set pattern of courses in an unchanging,

repetitive routine. Every aspect of the programme should be carefully designed,

tried out and evaluated and results fed back into the system.

3. One Centre can never cater to the needs of all the worker population of

a city like Bombay. The long-term goal should therefore be to spread the

message of the polyvalent concept and programme among workers, trade unions,

voluntary organisations, employers, social workers and public and private sector

undertakings so powerfully that it will have a multipliez effect not only in Bombay

but in other urban and suburban centres as well. The Centre should constantly

keep its sights trained on this objective.

4. Since the achieved impact on a complex environment is the main crite-

rion of the results of such a Centre, it is constantly necessary to keep in view the
necessity of enlarging the size of the Centre's operational activities. The present

level has not yet approached the optimum size.

(ti) Study of Milieu

5. The first and foremost task of the Centre is to gain a complete and
precise understanding of and insight i, the employer-worker-industry structure

which it has to serve. Periodic surveys and studies should be undertaken to
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collect data on the size and structure of employing agencies and sectors, the needs
of the workers (personal, zducational and vocational), the demands of industry t n
terms of skills and competence, future demands, the special problems of the
milieu, resource lacilitie4, etc. Such quantitative and qualitative appreciation of
the milieu is ne.ssary to assess the size and characteristics of the situation, its
strengths and problem areas and to plan accordingly.

Such surveys and analysis can be organised with the la( r lms of special-
ists, and institutions and agencies already working on related .

(iii) Programme Planning

6. Based on the data yielded by these surveys, supplemented by discussions
with selected groups of employers, workers and others concerned, the programme
of the Centre should be drawn up in long and short-term perspective, indicating
prioritiesin terms of employment areas, skills and competences in demand,
levels and categories of work-is, duration of programmes, and resource help
necessary. blueprint thus drawn and widely circulated would keep all thou
directly and indirectly concerned fully iniormed of the Centre's proposals and help
in advance planning and preparation.

(iv) Target Groups

7. The participant groups should cover a wide range of employed men and
women, including unemployed youth, potential workers, wives of workers, distri-
buted among an equally diversified range of employing sectors, in big and small
groups, and located over an extensive geographical area. Selection of skilled and
specialised worker_ for the classes has been by and large left to the option of the
employers. The Centre exercises very little selectivity. Learners grcups are as a
consequence -- en heterogenous in motivation and educational and vocational
competence. This aggravates the incompatibility between the ,:curse content and
treatment and e L:oup's interes. Detailed and careful initial surveys would
help to obviate the situation. Taking all these factrri into consideration, the
Centre should determine its priority target groi.ps and their specific requirements
so that its energies and resources are wisely channelised

(v) Coarse Carriadsm Desip

8. There are categc.in of workers and lab(' ers (particularly unskilled
one& members of lower i-come groups, slum dwellers and unemployed and other
under-privileged groups) who are practically excluded from benefitting from many
of the educational, vocational, cultural and recreational activities in the urban
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setting. The Shramik Vidyapeeth has to fill these gaps and to take care of, as one
of its highest priorities, the basic needs of thousands of workers in the
deprived sections, under-privileged castes and poorer groups.

9, Courses and curricula need to be carefully formulated in relation to the
needs of employer and employee, and should be a suitable and adequate combina-
tion of elements why -.-.h correspond to a 'full', 'complete', 'polyvalent', 'multi-
sided' h.mian beinga polyvalent approach to education being a simultaneous
combivation of vocational, technical, scientific, ethical, social, civic and other
educational and cultural components. The objectives of each course should be un-
ambiguously defined having in ,-- nd the complexity of learner needs, and the
content should be fully spe , at indicating sequence, instructional hours. practical
work, demonstration, materials and aids needed, etc.

Such course formulation should be organized with the help of inter-
disciplinary groups and in consultation with prospective learners, employers and
technical specialists.

(vi) Learning Material Production

10. Once the course curriculum is formulated, the Centre should prepare the
necessary learning materialswork books, content sheets, charts, drawings, reading
materials, teachers' guide, etc.again with the help of appropriate specialists and
the instructors concerned. These materials should be periodically revised and
updated on the basis of experience and participant reaction and new technical and
scientific knowledge.

(vii) Methodology

' Since '. polyvalent approach is a new concept, the methodology of
presenci,.6 the course should be carefully discussed and worked out jointly with
the instructors and curriculum designers. Methodology suited to the polyvalent
nature of the programme remain- to be developed At present it is largely tradi-
tional, the liveliness or othe. se of the programme depending entirely on the
enthusiasm and resourcefulness of the instructor. Special attention is needed to
bring out an integrated approach which will meet the many-sided needs of the
learners as also ensure their active participation. The aids that should be used,
sources from where they can be obtainec;, other resource persons who can help,
activities to be organised, need to be spelt out.

(AM Resource Periods (Isstrsctors)

12. Since the Centre has to organize several programmes simultaneously,
it has to mobilize the services of 'earns of resource persons (a few full-time, but
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many more part-time or voluntary workers). The Centre would do well to identify

a large number of such persons (educators, technicians, skilled workers, various

profesflonals, unemployed youth etc.) and make a careful study of their edu-

cational and profv-ional qualifications, experience and interests in this programme,

their ability to handle such adult groups, aptitude for establishing rapport with

employers and workers alike, familiarity with industriai structure, characteristics

and needs, and above a1 the ability to adopt a flexible, forward-looking approach.

13 The resource persons may be continuously associated with all the stages

of programme formulation and implementation especially with the designing of the

curriculum, determining the methodology, preparation of aids, devising of evalua-

tive tests, etc. Orientation and discussion cessions may be organized at regular

intervals especially before courses commence. to ensure maximum efficiency.

(ix) Evaluation

14. Evaluation process needs to be gradually and s' Aematically built into the

programme. This is an important but difficult task -and careful preparation is

necessary, bearing in mind tLe available staff competencies. It would be neces-

sary to maintain records on the educationat, vocational and socio-cultural status

of workers before they enter the programme to provide data on the basis of which

achievement can be measured at the end of the course. Some process of mid-course

evaluation would also be required in the case of the longer courses to provide data

for improvement. Evaluation tools may be devised to measure 'earner achieve-

ment in terms of course objectives, the impact on industry and employers'

reaction.

15. Full records need to be maintained about venue, names and qualifications

of participants, duration and timings of courses, names of instructors, facilities

rovided by employers, contributions made, rate of attendance, details of drop-

outs, learner achievement, materials used, practical work done, participant-

employer reaction follow up effects of the course on the workers and industry.

per capita cost analysis, difficulties encountered and suggestions for the future.

Such carefully recorde data will provid the basis for improvement and enlarge-

ment of the programmes, for follow-up and for guidance to other programmes.

r.x) Supervision

16. Adequate professional supervision of the programmes needs to be

ensured, not necessarily through the staff of the Centre only, but as a Looperative

arrangement among resource persons, representatives from employing agencies, etc.
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Clear guidelines are necessary to ensure that all those involved in supervision
adopt a common approach.

17. Various cultural, artistic, social and similar activities are a necessary pan
of educational courses, if wider humanistic approach has to be followed and a
narrow technocratic attitude to be discarded. They should be incorporated right

from the programming phase.

(xi) Other Services and Activities

18. Activities like exhibitions, film shows and similar audio-visual activitie,
may be so arranged that they lend additional support to the courses organised by
the Centre especially in respect of the general educational content, as well as moti-
vational and recreational element.

19. The bulletin may be so developed as to ,...rve as a forum for exchange
of views among th: various individrals and organisations engaged in this pro-
gramme, including the workers. The issue should also reach the workers them-
selves who may also be encouraged to contribute their views and experience to the
bulletin.

20. The centre may initiate action for offeri7 consultative, clearing house
and documentation services to employing agencies, voluntary organisations, research
institutions, adult education agencies who desire to study the programme or to
organise similar programmes.

(vii) Community Involvement

21. The constitution of the managing body shay be broadened to includ4
wider interests of the employing sectors, trade uni Ins and other agencies a ho can
contribute directly and effectively to the promotion of the programme.

22. Promotional efforts need to be enlarged :.nd systematised with the ob-
iective of multiplying the polyvalent concept among other agencies. Ultimately it
should be the endeavour of the Centre to generate so much enthusiasm and con-
viction in the programme that sub-centres will come up in different areas of the
city through other initiatives.

23. Periodic discussion meetings and conferences with different sections of
employers and trade union representatives and other promoters would help in
keeping a two-way flow of information and involvement sustained.
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(xlii) Finance

24. The Centre's activities and the concept for which it now stands have

now been largely accepted by employers and workers alike, to the extent that
contributions in kini anl cash are forthcom.ng It is time that the Centre
institutionalised these positive responses. Sooner rather than later, the local

communit. and th., employing agencies should make effective use 3f the available

rc-,ourcei and dc,:ei)t the respmsiblity for meeting a part of recurring cost of the

courses the long-range objective may well be to ensure that every employing

agency m Ike a permanent provision in its budget for subsiai5ing such
orogramrms for its workers The Centre may work out cost analysis of the
different courses on the basis of which the employing agencies can assess their

commitments.

(xiv) Organisation

2'. The staff of the Centre should build itself for a professional leadership

role tis a adult educators, curriculum makers, employers, and others working

in the area of urban workers education. Study circles, staff discussion sessions,

systematic recording and analysis, and constant exchange of views and experiences
would help in maintaining the focus on the objective of the programme.

26. The Centre was located with the Bombay City Social Education Com-

mittee primarily b:cause that organisation had a long established experience in
the area of adult education and the contacts and spirit of dedication to a cause
would facilitate the new Centre in its work. Experience has fully borne out

these expeNtation, B C S F. Committee has lent the weight of its prestige,

stature and influence to the Centre which was of particular value in the early

stages. The stage has been reached when the Centre should wean itself from that
relationsh.0 and develop greater autonom, of thought and action. This is impor-

tant if the Centre is to reach beyond the compulsions and framework of literacy
programmes to the much more complex demands of the urban worker.
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FUTURE PROSPECTS

1

The Bombay Polyvalent Centre makes only the smallest of beginnings in an
effort to understand and meet the continuing needs o' workers for better adjust-
ment to life and work. It symbolises the national awareness of the special
problems, searchings and aspirations of citizens who have hitherto been taken
for granted.

2

As the country increases its economic and industrial base, so will the strength
and mobility of workers increase. And as scientific and technological explosion
accelerates the pace and form of change in employing and employable structures,
the more compelling will become the worker's need for help in making
appropriate adaptation in style and skill of work, in social attitudes and in personal
harmony with the environment. As the democratic path deepens, workers and
citizens in general will have more possibilities for active participation and involve-
ment in public matters and in solution of their own problems and needs. So
will increase their need for more knowledge, education and information.

3

With the advent of the mass media age, workers are becoming more con-
scious of the better life'. They are no larger content as they once were, to be
resigned to a static point of work and life style. The more the circumstances
have denied them the privileges of a good education and a good start in life,
and the more they see doors to opportunities closed, the greater the frustration
and sense of exploitation. A democratic society committed to an egalitarian
social order, cannot long ignore the unfulfilled aspirations of a section of its
people on whom rests its develoyment.

4

The biggest need of the workers is to move up in his jobthat way lies the
path to better economic status, and to all the benefits to personal life that follow.
Hence the stress on skill and job oriented programmes.
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5

Enterprises need a higher productivity level and their workers to become
better skilled, but this should happen without the workers becoming less of robots
and more of thinking workers and 'esponsible citizens. Herein lie the contradic-

tion and the challenge.

6

Equally important, even it not understood (,r articulated, is knowledge about
one's own role, duties, obligations to oneself and othersthe family, work
situation and societyas well as knowledge and awareness which enable! one to
react to the world of work with autonomy and understanding.

7

The polyvalent concept seeks, therefore, to make a three-pronged thrust
on the society, its various fo,ces and factors, to take more responsibility for the
often undermined educational and cultural needs of workers; on the employers
to take a long range view of worker-efficiency and industrial health; and on the
employees to adopt constructive methods of improving their socio-economic

status and their contribution to industrial efficiency and to the strengthening of

democratic procedures. From this point of view, the content of the polyvalent
programmes takes on added significance: Through such carefully designed
programmes, it is hoped to reach a stage where the exploited-exploiter element
will be minimised. The perfect equilibrium may never be reached but it is a goal
towards which the educaltonal enterprise needs to inch forward.

8

Once there is general awareness and acceptance of the obligations by the
society in its global framework, by the municipalities and employers to the
workers needs for their educational and professional growth, various initiatives
and programmes follow : polyvalent programmes could be undertake, by govern-
mental and voluntary agencies, by local bodies, by organised public or private
sector undertakings, and by industrial employing agencies.

9

From the financial and organisational point of view, polyvalent education
need not be only a governmental responsibility. Many employing ageacita
public or private will. it is hoped, build into their framework, the nett inity
physical facilities and financial allocations for worker education programmes a.
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an integral part of their organisation. This should include the provision to
subsidise \e worker's attendance at such programmes through paid education
leave, promotion facilities, wage increments, book and material allowance and

provision of library facilities.

10

In the Fifth Plan (1974-79), Government of India propose to start more such
centres is other urban and semi-urban areas. Location of such centres at Delhi
and Ahmedabad (Gujarat) already stands approved. Some voluntary agencies
and universities have also shown interest in organising such programmes for
special groups of workers even in semi-rural areas. Such efforts will doubtless
open up new possibilities and techniques and provide new insights into this area
of adult education.
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Ansexure-C

Case Studies of a few Selected Courses

Case 1

Course for Boiler Attendants

Batch No. I II III IV V VI VII VIII

: 23.9.69 4.3.70 15.9.70 22.2.71 16.8.71 27.3.72 4.12.P. 12.11.73
Dates of
Commence-
ment

Dates of
conclu-
sion

No. of par-
partipants
enrolled

: 30.1.70 10.7.70 30.1.71 30.1.72 31.1.72 18.9.72 21.5.73 7.8.74

23 19 17 19 20 20 19 14

No. of par- 11 18 14 10 10 10 13 6
ticipants
completed the
course

Duration

Weekly

sessions

5 months

3 sessions

Instructional
hours 90 hours

Place where
conducted Century Mills, Worli, Bombay -13

Medium Marathi

Timings 4 30 p.m to 6.00 p,m.

Names of 1 Shri M G Bijur, Retd. Boiler Engineer
the 2. Shri S V Velankar, Consulting Engineer
Lecturers 3. Shri S M Newalkar, Lect Wadia Tech. Instt.
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Cohaborating : Century Mills, Worli, Bombay-13

Agency

Nature of : Well furnished c, iss room

Collaboration

Financial Expenditure for each batch Rs. 2(X10/ -

aspect (Rs_ 1500/- as honoraria and Rs. 500/- for

stationery)
No fees were charged for the participants in

the first two batches
Each participant in the subsequent batche=s

paid Rs. 40/-

Eva Masks

I. In the course of discussioas with some industrialists, the staff of the

Vidyapeeth came to know that there was a dearth of trained bode

attendants. The workers who wish to qualify themselves to get the

promotion of boiler attendants, should pass the technical examination

conducted by the Government of Maharashtra. There is no agency in

litinbay which can prepare the workers for the examination. The Vidya-

peeth undertook the task of organisi,ig courses for worke_ s working in

this field.

2. In consultation with the Chief Inspector of Boilers, Government of

Maharashtra and with the lv:1p of some boiler engineers the staff of the

Vidhyapeeth prepared the syllabus. The syllabus was also geared to the

needs of workers who wished to appear for the examinations. The sylla-

bus also contained the general education component. The topics covered

in the course of training along with technical and vocational matters in-

cluded job satisfaction, citizenship trainHng. Indian culture and history,

budgeting and saving, self-educaion, healthy use of leisure and other .

Wit! the help of visiting teachers, the staff prepared some charts aunt

diagrams which were used in the course of training.

3. The selection of the participants was made on the basis of their experience

on boiler. At a time 15 participants were selected. The remaining were

asked to join the next batch. Some of the trainees were deputed by mills,

others came on their rwn. 6 9
6!



4. The Vidyapeeth did not charge fees for the participants in the first and

second batches. Each participant was charged Rs. 40,1- for the courses con-

ducted subsequently.

5. The Vidyapeeth has conducted 8 training programmes for the workers.
There was a continuing demand for this course

6. The Vidyapeeth had no difficulty in selecting an experienced visiting
teacher who conducted classes in seven batches. The staff had difficulty
in conducting the eighth course since the duration of the course had iu be
extended by four months due to strikes.

7. The training programme is supervised by the staff of the Vidyapeeth.

8. The participants in the course told that they are happy with the way the
training is conducted. They have gained some knowledge. They hoped to
get through the examination and in due course they might get promotion.
In case they do not get promotion in their own factory, they hope to get
jobs in other factories.

9. The participants in the 8th batch kirw very little about the activities of
the Vidyapeeth.

10. On the whole, the course for boiler attendants is one of the most efficie-
ntly conducted courses The training programmes have contributed to the
vertical and horizontal mobility of the workers. Many participants Lave
passed the government examination. Some have been promoted and some
were expecting promotions in due course of time.

Cue 2

Course in !4detrology and Quality Control

Batch No. 1 11 111 IV

Date of
commencement 9 3 71 30.8.71 25.9.72 14.12.72

Date of
Conclusion 10.7 7i 30.3.71 3.4.73 23.7.73

Duration 4-4i months
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Weekly sessions

Instructional
hours

Place where
conducted

Medium of
Instruction

100

Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute,
Matunga, Bombay-19

English

Timings 6.30 p m to 8 00 p.m. for Theory
6 30 p m to 8 30 p.m. for Practicals

No of parti-
cipants

I nroiied

Completed

Name ot the
lecturer]

1.) 17 17 17

8 15 17 17

I Prot V C Narawanc, J J. T. 1. Bombay-19

Shri 1 M Kasturi

3 Prot ti. K Kulkarni

4 Prof T. Francis

5 Shri M. S Mantri, Quality Control Deptt.
Mahindra & Mahindra

6 Shri S Madhwean

7 Shri D. M Johanputra, Metrology Section,
Mahindra & Mahindra

Collaborating Agency V J. T 1 Matunga, Bombay-19

Nature of
Collaboration

Financ.al \spict

Vv.:II furnished class room & Laboratory

Approximate expenditure per course came to Rs. 2100
(Rs 1800 (1.3 honoraria & Rs 300 for stationery etc.)

ut r,f wh,ch Rs 1700 was reimbursed by way of fees
paid by the participant= Each paid Rs 100).
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Asses sment

1 In the course of discussion with the members of the faculty of V J T 1,
the staff of the Vidyapeeth came to know that engineering industries in

Bombay engage the unskilled labour in the ,ispection departments where
skilled workers are needed for some jobs and there is no agency which
could train the workers to handle the soph. ;ticated instruments Conse-
quently the iciyapeeth organised the courses in Metrology and Quality
Control. These courses were conducted to improve the technical skill of
the workers, to make them familiar with modern metrological instruments
and also to make them quality conscious

2 The srllahu; was prepared with the help of lecturers in the industrial
engineering department of the V J.T 1 and :n consultation with the Chief
Inspectors of certain enzineerinv industres Cyclostyled note were
prepared and arranvements for pr ictical w,,rk were made in the V J.T I

3 Circular letters and pamphlets were sent to industries requesting them
to depute the w Jrkers for the course T. fineQs were selected on the basis
of their experience in the inspection departhient The selected candidate
had raved educational background Some had passed S S C. and others
were graduates in engineers Therefore, the visiting lecturers had difficulty
in teaching the subject on -el.eral occasion nce the less educated trainees
could not understand the technical subjects and at the same time the more

educated ones were bored. This difficulty was overcome in subsequent
batches w'lich had more homogeneous and .-ifferent workers' levels had
been kept separately

The course in general was well received. !loth the employers and the
trainees hire benefited The staff should hay- persuaded the management
of industries who deputed the candidate, for the course to pay more for
each cadidate h, wa of fees This woui,1 hx.e helped the Vidyapeeth to
make the c, urse financially self-suMcient

Since the 1, idyapeeth depends entirely on the cooperating agencies in
such courses there is ,Iways delay in starting the course Arranging visits

to different industries is difficult The industries having sophisticated
instrumeat sometimes refuse permission T er fear that the instruments

are hkely to be damaged during demonstration The visiting teachers
may not always be willing to prepare notes
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6 In order to ink: the ci.vs! mire &vet-sift:A and closer to the "polyva-

lent approach'', the staff incluiei topics 'like Citizenship

training. In Ilan cu'ture, Home and family life and other topics. The

parncipints did not seem to have appreciateed the lectures on these topics.

It is apparent that the staff had added some topics in the syllabus without

ex-3 luring the needs of the target group.

Case 3

Course in Efficient Fuel & Steam Utilisation

Batch No
1

II

Dat,- of commencement
8.8.72

26.3.74

Date of conclusion
8.12.72 15.8.74

No of participants
Enrolled

14 22

Completed
14

6

Duration

We kly sessions

Instructional hours

Place where conducted

4 months

Three

Forty

Shramik Vidyapeeth, Worli,

Bombay-25

'vtz itutn of Instruction English

Timings
6.00 p m. to 7.30 p.m.

Names of Lecturers
Shri S. M. Navalkar, Lect. in Chem.

Engg., Wac1,4 TvAnical Institute,

Bombay

The staff of he Shramik Vidyapeeth

Ceilaborating Agency

Nature of Collaboration :

Century Mills, Worli

Physical facilities
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Financial Aspect Total expenses Rs. 1100
(Rs. 1000 as honoraria and
Rs. 100 for stationery etc.)
The participants paid Rs, 40
each

1. In the course of discussions with lecturers in the technical institute, the
staff of the Vidyapeeth leant that quite a good percentage ..f fuel is

wasted in industries and mills due to lack of scientific knowledge of using
it. This led them to plan courses for industrial orkers to acquaint them
with scientific aspects of efficient utilisation of fuel and steam m indus-
tries. The object of this course was to improve the technical skill with
adequate knowledge of the subject, to expose the workers to the latest
techniques and developments in the field and also to make them cons-
cious of the importance of the economic use of fuel and steam.

2. The staff prepared the syllabus in consultation -Nith a visiting teacher and

sent circulars and pamphlets to different industrial establishments. In all

14 persons responded and all were admitted for the first course.

3. When the Vidyapeeth gave publicity for the second course, the response
was encouraging Energy crisis experienced during this period was ano-

ther factor for the encouraging response.

4. Discussions with the participants revealed that the coarse was well
planned and well organised. They acquired new knowledge which they
would like to utilise in saving fuel. The visiting teacher was of the
opinion that the training given to the workers would help them to save 2-3

per cent of the fuel, if the workers cared to employ techniques. He further
added that if training is given to the supervisory levd, the industry can
save 5-6 per cent o. he fuel.

5. There is considerable demand for such courses Due io the present
erergy crisis many industries want to train their workers in order to avoid

wastage of fuel. The Vidyapeeth may explore the possibilities of organi-
sing such courses for pharmaceutical, steel and petro-chemical industries.

it is advisably to contact the oil-companies and get their support.
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Cam 4

Course in Tailoring for Unemployed Young men

Date of Commencemet

Date of Conclusion

Duration

Weekly sessions

Instructional hours

Place where conducted

Medium of instruction

Timings

No. of participants

Enrolled

Completed

Names of the lecturers

Collaborating Agency

: 8.7.74

: 8.8.74

: Three weeks

; Five

: Twenty

: Samaj Shikshan Mandir, Woili Bombay -25.

: Marathi

: 9 00 a.m. to 10.00 a.m.

10

9

: Mrs. Swati S. Patankar, Trained Teacher & Staff of the

Shramik Vidyapeeth

: Bombay City Social Education Committee

Nature of Collaboration : Use of Sewing Machines and Hall

Financial Aspects

Assessment :

: Approx. Rs. 300 for the course, out of which Rs. 200
paid as honorarium to lecturer aril Rs. 100 for mainten-
ance and repairs of machines. Pal ticipants paid Rs. 12
each for cloth and machine aux-soma like bobin
case, needles and thread.

1. The manager of a readymade garment manufacturing firm was ititerested
in employing some youngmen who could stitch shirts. He approached
the Vidyapeeth's staff and held discussions with them. In conaultat!on
with the manager of the firm, the staff prepared the syllabus anti orga-
nised a short term course in elementary skill of stitching shirts.

2. Publicity for this course was done through circulars in selected residential
areas. As a result 22 unemployed youths approached the Vidyapeeth.
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Ten candidates were selected for the course, while selecting the candidates
the staff made it clear to them that there is no guarantee of a job and
the Vidyapeeth can give occupational training in tailoring.

3. The course was conducted regularly. The staff supervised the course.

4. Discussions with the participants revealed that they were satisfied with
the way the training was given to them. Some believed that their chance
of getting jobs have become brighter.

5. The staff had certain difficulties in organising this training programme.
The Vidyapeeth did not have sewing machines and then the machines had
to be obtained from BCSEC. Very often the machines went out of order
The staff could not repair or replace them in time. They had no control
over the participants. Some trainees used to remain absent.

6. Such courses need intensive follow up work. The staff has to make effort
to secure some job for each trainee. If this is not done the unemployed
youths are further frustrated. Even after placement, continuous super-
vision is necessary to ensure that the beneficiaries attend to their duties
regularly and do their bit to increase their productivity. The members of
the staff of the Vidyapeeth are making efforts in that direction,

7. In sum, the Vidyapeeth has made sincere efforts to pre-fide some occu-
pational training for unemployed youths. But regarding the methods
used, the teaching was mainly in the form of advice which the trainees
did not quite appreciate. The course would be more helpful, if the young
people could get more sense of self-confidence, as well as capacity for
mobility and initiative, particularly through some informations about jcb
opportunities, contacts to be made, employment problems, the way they
should approach the prespective employers and so on.

Cue 5

Coarse for Prospective Weavers of Swadeshi Mills, Karla

Batch No.

Date of commencement : 26.3.74

Date of conclusion 29.6.74

Duration : 3 months

Weekly scuions : six
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Imtructional hours 200

Place where conducted : Swadeshi Mills, Kurla, Bombay-70.

Medium of Instrution : Marathi

Timings : 800 a.m. to 3. p.m. Batch I
3.00 p.m. to 9.00 p.m. Batch ll

No. of participants

Enrolled 10

Completed 10

Names of Lecturers : 1. Prof. M.H. Bhaysar; Textile Deptt. V.I.T.I., Bombay

2 Shri Navalkar, Head Weaver, V.I.T.I.

3. Shri Bhagwat, Supervisor from Swadeshi Mills.

General Education

Staff of the Shramik Vidyapeeth

Collaborating Agency : Swadeshi Mills, Kurla, Bombay-70.

Nature of collaboration : well equipped training hall, looms for practicals.

Financial aspect : Rs. 340 (Rs. 1700 for each batch) Expenses were
reimbursed (Rs. 1200 honoraria to lecturers per batch).

Alatgaltlent:

1. This course was conducted for a textile mill. The Vidyapeeth had already

run a course for drawers for this mill earlier. Being convinced that the
Vidyareeth could run useful courses the management approached the

Vidyapeeth to organise mare courses in the premises of their mill for the

workers ..ad relatives. As a result the staff organised the prospective
weavers' course.

2. The syllabus for the course was planned in consultation with the manage-

ment and a lecture in the textile department of a technical institute.

3. The trainees were the sons and relatives of the workers of the mill. They

were in the age-group of 16-20 and had some formal education. Some

had studied upto S S.C. They were selected by the management on the

basis of their physical fitness.
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4 The management gave all help to run the course. They provi.led physical
facilities for lectures, made their looms available for practical training
and appointed their staff to supervise the training. The expimses were

met by the enterprise.

5. Discussions with the trainees revealed that they were satisfied with the
way the training was given They got training free of charts:. and they
have been assured of jobs of weavers with the starting salary of Rs. 350
per month. The production manager expressed his satisfacticn with the
way the Vidyapeeth organised the course. The managemert could employ
20 trained young men. Training of these workers was comparatively
cheaper. In fact the management wants the Vidyapeeth to organise
many more courses for their workers

6. The visiting teacher was of the opinion that by the time the training is

complete an average participant could show 80 per cent efficiency of an
average worker, but within 3 months of actual service, these boys can
show 100 per cent efficiency. They pick-up the work faster and their on-
the-job training period is reduced ccnsiderably.

7. :!-- trainer would like to be associated with the training prcgammes of
the Viay..,:eth. He belives that apart from the monetzry benefits he
derives from hi. cervices to the Vidyapeeth, he gets an opportunity to
understand the prac,--al problems in the field of textile. Such a know-
ledge helps him in his prc."--ssional career.

8. The Vidyapeeth has organised these courses successfully. The employer,
the workers, the trainees and the v.:iting teacher have found this course
useful. All have been benefited in some way. The Vicivapeeth has
succeeded in utilising the existing resou, -es of the community to organise
such courses. If the staff want to organise more courses of this type
they need to make more efforts to integrate 7,eneral education component
with the technical component of the sylla Ili. The general education
should also help to solve the urgent needs of t'le target grouf:.
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The Directorate of Non-formal (Adult) Education is the academic and technical
wing of the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare in respect of matters relating
to non-krmal youth and adult education at the all-India level. It assists in the
formulation, implementation, coordination and evaluation of programmes initiated
by the Government of India.

The main functions of the Directorate are ;

Training and orientation
Production of learning materials
Surveys and studies
Documentation and clearing house functions

Experimentation and innovatit
Promotional activities
Consultative and advisory services
Forum for pooling of experiences and exchange of ideas

The major on-going programmes are :

Farmers' Functional Literacy Provamme
Nonformal Education Programme for the age-group 15-25
Nehru Yuvak Kendras Programme (technical assistance to)

Polyvalent Adult Educatior, in urban areas
Workers Social Education Institutes in urban areas
Training and orientation of key personnel in adult nonformal education and
youth work
Documentation services to national and international agencies.

Further enquiries may be made to the

Director, Directorate of Nonformal (Adult) Education

1-17 Hauz Khas Enclave

h* ew Delhi- 110016 (Tel. 73098 & 79342)

Akashdeep Printers, 20 Darya Ganj, Delhi-6
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